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PLUS:
Revell Pinewood Derby® products help
you make a master piece!

PLUS:
ARRMA® Outcast
Team Associated® RC10B64D is the perfect kit
for high-traction action!
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WIN WITH REVELL PINEWOOD DERBY PRODUCTS!
®
®

Build your racer, or enjoy convenient, all-in-one kits

Create a winner
from scratch:
Start with…
®

Basic Racer Kit
RMXY9632

Wheel Adjustment Tool™

Finish and fine-tune with…

RMXY9616

Paint & Brush Set
RMXY9630

Carving Set
RMXY9648

Round Chassis Weight

Light it UP with…

RMXY9601

Tapered Chassis Weight
RMXY9602

Stick-On Chassis Weight

Axle Polishing Set
RMXY9615

RMXY9603

Pinewood Derby®
made easy:
Hit the track first with these kits

Graphite
Powder

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

RMXY9614

Official Wheel &
Axle Set (Black)
RMXY9608

Extras include official wheels and axles
Trophy Series sets also include paint
Just finish and race!

RMXY9401
RMXY9402
RMXY9404

Trophy Series™ Kit BATMAN® Racer
Racer Series™ Kit SCOOBY-DOO® Dune Buggy
Racer Series SUPERMAN® Sports Car Racer
Pinewood Derby® is a registered trademark of the Boy Scouts
of America. Manufactured under license. All rights reserved.
For more information on Scouting, visit scouting.org.

LED Light Kit
RMXY9451

See the complete line of Pinewood Derby products at revell.com
®
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

SCOOBY DOO®, BATMAN® and SUPERMAN® and all related
characters and elements © & TM DC Comics and Warner
Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s16)

www.gpdealer.com
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REVELL GERMANY 1/24 MCLAREN 570S

Although they were too small for the blown big block engines popular with the chopped
muscle cars of the great era of American motorsport, the 1950’s era Anglias had one very
distinct advantage–they were super cheap. Plus, with their small size, even relatively
small engines could make them really move. Because of their novelty status and speed,
they rapidly became crowd favorites. Kit features a detailed small block V-8 engine,
opening doors and trunk lid, full racing interior, chrome parts, and soft black tires.

Cash in that trust fund. The McLaren 570S is a piece of precision engineering beauty, but
it doesn’t come cheap. No, if you want a 562 horsepower, 3.8 liter, twin-turbocharged V-8
powered beast like the 570S, you better hope your granddad invested his oil money well.
Plus, it’s considered to be actually drivable. Imagine that. Actual luggage space and a
somewhat comfortable ride for only $200,000-ish dollars. You can even get it with leather
interior for extra. Kit features multi-part body, open or closed doors, left or right hand
drive, and lots of registration plate decals.

85-1269

07051

®

British built, blazing fast

RMXS1269

Total Parts: 119

Skill Level: 5

w w w. revel l . com

REVELL 1/25 ‘51 ANGLIA COUPE

200K, 21 MPG

Length: 6.75 in (171 mm)

RVLS7051

REVELL 1/25 ‘57 CHEVY BLACK WIDOW 2N1
®

Track-heavy Chevy

®

Thanks to its low curb weight and high curb appeal, the Chevy 150 was extremely popular
with hot rodders. Chevy embraced the racing pedigree of the 150 with the “Black Widow”
racing stock car. These non-production cars were built by Southern Engineering and
Development Company–a special builder set up by GM. All “Black Widows” were based
on the 1957 150 Utility Sedan. Many proved highly successful, with wins at the National
Championship and elsewhere. Kit features option to build as factory stock 150 Utility
Sedan or Black Widow, choice of stock single carb or fuel injection engine, six lug stock
wheels with dog dish hub caps, and soft black tires.
85-4441

RMXS4441

Total Parts: 151

Skill Level: 5

Length: 7.9 in (202mm)

REVELL GERMANY 1/144 AIRBUS A350-900
LUFTHANSA
Tray tables up

With well over 8,000 miles of range and capacity for over 300 passengers, the Airbus
A350-900 is one of the best wide-body twin-engine jets in the world. And, even though the
A350-900 measures fuel consumption in tons by the hour, it claims to have superior fuel
efficiency to the Boeing 777-its direct competitor. Kit features replica cockpit, detailed
engines, rotating front fan, detailed under carriage including textured main under carriage
bay, navigation lights, antennae, display stand, and decals for one Lufthansa aircraft.
RVLS3938

Total Parts: 120

Skill Level: 4

By 1944, Japan desperately needed aircraft that could turn the tide of WWII. The Renzan
was a long-range heavy bomber perfect for smashing island airfields. It was also capable
of delivering the I-Goh, a guided bomb intended to break American naval supremacy.
To counter America’s aerial superiority, Japan designed the Shindenkai-a pusher-style
canard fighter armed with four 30mm cannon. Fortunately, most of these designs never
left the ground. You can own all three of these remarkable weapons from one limited
edition kit combo that features six sets of decals!

Fast in any color

Forty years after the first Tamiya Porsche 934 hit the markets, the tradition is still going
strong. This year’s 934 features an inspiring and distinctive Jägermeister livery that’s
nearly vivid enough to get drunk on. Plus, there’s a sea green Vaillant trim scheme
available for those who like the speed of the Porsche without the herb-flavored liqueur.
Whether you go bright orange (7031) or sea green (7032), you’ll be going fast. Strap in.
Both kits feature multi-part bodies, opening hoods, rotating wheels, and full decals.

January 2017 ❘

Total Parts: 110 + 42

Skill Level: 3

HASEGAWA 1/72 SHIN MEIWA PS-1 “31ST
SQUADRON”
Saving lives

As a flying boat, the Shin Meiwa PS-1 is perfectly suited for maritime Air Search-Rescue
missions. Its massive range, long loiter time, and moderately slow flying speed make it
the perfect platform for searching long stretches of the Pacific. Once a distressed vessel
is found, the PS-1 has the option of landing on the water and taking survivors on board
directly. This limited edition kit features decals for two JASDF PS-1 aircraft.
02195 (Limited Edition)

HSGS2195 Total Parts: 182

Skill Level: 3 Length: 17.8 in (453 mm)

RVLS7031/7032

Papa 1/25 Tyrone Malone Kenworth Transporter Papa Truck
Hauling the main attraction

To get the hard-driving, 1000 horsepower diesel-powered “Super Boss Truck” across the country
to its various events, Tyrone Malone needed a whale of a semi. His “Papa Truck” was a 1976
Kenworth COE (cab over engine) huge enough to haul the massively heavy “Super Boss” on a
specially designed flatbed back. So equipped, Tyrone Malone was able to display his trucks all
over the country and even internationally in service to his Bandag sponsors. Kit features full
color decal sheet with improved graphics, factory pre-lettered truck tires, gleaming chrome
parts, and vintage packaging.
AMT932

4

HSGS0987 (2 Kits)

Length: 18.3 in (464mm)

REVELL GERMANY PORSCHE 934 SPECIAL
LIVERIES

07031/07032

The threat that never was

00987 (Limited Edition)

REVELL OF GERMANY®

03938

HASEGAWA 1/72 SCALE RENZAN WITH GUIDED
BOMB AND SHINDENKAI (2 KITS)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

AMTS0932

Total Parts: 255

Products for everyone!

Skill Level: 3

www.gpdealer.com
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Heritage iron

For over fifty years, Camaro has been producing the cars Americans dream of. These SS
versions are even more powerful and faster than the base models. In honor of that speedy
heritage, this model arrives pre-painted so you can have a picture-perfect, displayready model as soon as you open the box. Kit features detailed, pre-painted parts and
decorated body shell plus defroster lines, 2-color taillights, emblems, gauges, and more.
AMT1020

AMTS1020

Total Parts: 108

Skill Level: 2

Loaded for battle

From the Gundam Build Fighters series comes the Build Strike Gundam Full Package.
This powerful Gundam was built by Sei lori and is piloted by Reiji. It carries an expanded
arsenal of weapons including its beam sabers, head Vulcans, a morphing beam rifle, and a
beam booster with beam cannons. Plus, for personal defense, it carries a chobham shield
which makes it resilient against attacks. Kit features a versatile, pose able, and fully
equipped model of the Strike Gundam Full Package.
210510

AMT 1/25 1949 Ford Coupe Gas Man
Fast and ugly

Bandai Gundam 1/100 Bawoo ZZ Gundam Bandai RE
Threat level orange

With its combination of heavy armament, high versatility, and morph-ability, the Bawoo
Gundam is a chief element of the Neo Zeon forces in Mobile Suit Gundam ZZ. Unlike most
mobile suits, the Bawoo uses a set of grenade launchers as a principal component of its
armament. Additional missiles, beam weapons, and Vulcan guns make it a formidable
threat in Gundam or “attacker” mode. Kit features Nutter/Attacker forms, rifle, shield,
missiles, and realistic markings.

AMT1022

210512

AMTS1022

Total Parts: 172

Skill Level: 2

BANS0512

Total Parts: 13 runners

Bandai Gundam HG 1/144 Guncannon First Type
Iron Cavalry

Bandai Gundam Chopper Robo Super 5 Walk Hopper
One Piece

This mobile suit is equipped with a cannon so large, it takes its name from it. The
Guncannon mobile suit was deployed by the “Iron Cavalry” in the Gundam The Origin
OVA. It was one of the Earth Federation forces first mobile suits and, though it is older
than most gundams, manages to hold its own at range. Kit features detailed parts and
full armament.

A cross between a gazelle and a robot, the Walk Hopper is positively the coolest
conveyance this side of the Straw Hat’s pirate ship. This cool set allows you to build
it on its own or add it to the other pieces to create one giant Chopper Robo. Either way
makes for a charming display! The Walk Hopper can convert between multiple poses and
comes with two figures with different facial expressions. Kit features convertible “Walk
Hopper” piece of the giant chopper robo and two figures.

210503

BANS0503

Hop on to the battle!

210519

Bandai Gundam MS-04 Bugu (Ramba Ral) The
Origin BAN HG
A soldier’s soldier

BANS0519

Bandai Gundam HGBF 1/144 Transient Gundam
Glacier Honoo
Freeze out the foe.

When Ramba Ral receives an order, he tries to follow it through, whatever the cost. In
Gundam The Origin, he worked tirelessly to try and defeat an enemy gundam and “White
Base” despite being terribly outclassed by his opponentís machine. Sadly, his dedication
brought him into dire peril and not even the armor of his trusted MS-04 could save him.
Kit features detailed parts and full armament.

Piloted by Lindsey Anegaozy in the Gundam Build Fighters Honoo Try photonovel, the
Transient Gundam Glacier is a frigid foe. Equipped with a GN drive, it is agile, powerful,
and lethal. Kit features numerous translucent parts to recreate its unique form plus two
lances, a special clear display stand, and stickers for markings.

210504

211947

BANS0504

Bandai Gundam 013 Sinanju Gundam Unicorn BAN
SD EX-Std
Miniscule menace

Piloted by the mysterious “Full Frontal”, the Sinanju Gundam is the lynchpin of the Neo
Zeon Remnant forces. With the potency of this machine, combined with the skill of its
pilot, there is virtually no mobile suit that can stand up to it one on one. Despite its
superiority, Sinanju is still vulnerable to the massed weapons of the Earth Federation and
especially the Unicorn gundam. Kit features a super deformed version of the Unicorn
Gundam with detailed parts and armament.
210506
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BANS0510

It was 1949, and, with the war years just behind them, it was perhaps permissible for the
designers at Ford to make such an incalculably ugly automobile. After years without cars,
the ‘49 was well received as it was a completely new design with integrated fenders, a
tough steel frame, and comparatively well streamlined designs. Years later, these vehicles
would be extremely popular with modifiers and drag racers. Thus, the “Gas Man”, with its
blown engine and unique features, was born. Kit features restored trophy base, two sets
of drag slicks, improved vintage decals, plus retro-style packaging by Don Greer.

More bang for your buck

6

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Build Strike Gundam Full
Package RG
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AMT 1/25 2016 Chevy Camaro SS (Pre-Painted)

BANS0506

Tech Support 217-398-8970

BANS1947

Total Parts: 8

Bandai Gundam HG 1/144 Geirail Orphans 2nd Season
Hired for the hunt

Galan Mossa pilots this Geirail mobile suit in the second season of Gundam Iron Blooded
Orphans. This conniving mercenary helps stretch out the war between Arbrau and
SAU. The Geirail itself is powerful for a mobile suit with a rifle and shield-axe. Plus, it’s
equipped with a hover unit for high on-ground mobility. Kit features rifle, axe, optional
hover unit, and marking stickers.
211949

BANS1949

Total Parts: 4 Runners

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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Masher mech

Big and built to battle

It is very clear that the Shiden is an unsubtle weapon. Adding to the impression is the
minimalist-nearly unfinished look of the body which clearly shows the frame of the unit
beyond the armor sections. As the action heats up in the second season of Gundam Iron
Blooded Orphans, pilots will need every ounce of power from their units just to survive!
Kit features rifle, two types of shields, and marking stickers.
211950

BANS1950

Total Parts: 5 Runners

Bandai Gundam IBO 1/100 Full Mechanics Barbatos Lupus
Up close and personal

212191

BANS2191

211951

212192

BANS1951

Total Parts: 10 Runners

Frieza, the sadistic, unmatched ruler of the universe is here to watch you squirm. His
armies are vast and composed of the strongest warriors this reality has ever seen but he
has no need of them. Alone, he has the power to destroy whole planets just by lifting a
finger. Kit features the mighty Frieza in his custom hover pod.
212188

BANS2188

Tekkadan dug up Flauros on Mars. Where it came from is anybody’s guess, but you know
that the powerful Tekkadan crew isn’t going to let a cannon-equipped Gundam of massive
proportions sit around gathering dust. Stay tuned to the second season of Gundam Iron
Blooded Orphans to see what they do with the massive mech, and build your Flauros
today! Kit features two back mounted cannons and two rifles.

A feline bear companion

BANS2192

Total Parts: 5 Runners

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Vidar IBO 2nd Season
BAN HG
Avenger from Arianrhod

Rebuilt from the remnants of the Gundam Kimaris Trooper, the Vidar Gundam is an
exceptional machine from the second season of Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans. It’s
equipped with a burst saber, rifle, handguns, and the “hunter’s edge” foot knives.
This massive mobile suit is used to keep fractious colonists from leaving the Oceania
Foundation. Kit features saber, rifle, two handguns, full decals, and instructions.
212193

Bandai Gundam 1/144 StrayBlack & Cat Cosplay
BAN HGPG

Total Parts: 8 Runners

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Flauros IBO 2nd Season
BAN H
Eradicating excavation

Emperor of the universe

BANS2193

Total Parts: 4 runners

Bandai Gundam 1/144 MS Option Set 7 IBO 2nd Season
BAN HG
Customize to conquer

Here is one black cat you do want to stray across your path! Petitgguy is all dressed up as
a black cat and ready to prowl. Build him as a bear or dress him up. Kit features display
stand and option parts.

Swapping bits, adding weapons, and looking for every inch of advantage is the Gundam
way! The ability to customize your Iron Blooded Orphans model kits has never been fuller
than with Option Set 7! Set includes railgun, two cannons, two assault knives, one longrange railgun, two expressive hand parts, and two joint parts.

212189

212194

BANS2189

Total Parts: 4 runners

Bandai Gundam 1/144 WoofWoofWhite & Dog Cosplay
BAN HGP
Who’s a good dog?

Fetch! Sit! Shake! Roll over! Attack that Gouf with beam swords! The WoofWoofWhite
Petitgguy is an aggressively adorable addition to your collection! Kit features display
stand and option parts.
212190
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It’s huge, it is from the second season of the hit Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans series,
it’s a mobile suit and it’s coming soon! Kit features detailed parts, full instructions, and
marking stickers.

Barbatos Lupus is designed with Mikazuki Augus in mind. The famed main character of
the second season of Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans likes to get up close and personal
with his opponents before reducing them to space junk. His gundam is therefore light,
swift, and designed to shrug hits as he closes in for the kill. That isn’t to say it’s not
capable of ranged combat-its twin 200mm cannons are incredible but they can’t match
the sheer mayhem of sword or mace. Kit features a huge arsenal, detailed internal
skeleton, and color separated parts.

Bandai Gundam Frieza Hover Pod Dragon Ball Z BAN Fig-Ri

8

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Large-Size Mobile Armor IBO
2nd Season

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Bandai Gundam HG 1/144 IO Frame Shiden Orphans
2nd Season

BANS2190

Total Parts: 4 Runners

Tech Support 217-398-8970

BANS2194

Total Parts: 4 runners

Bandai Gundam 1/100 Full Mechanics Gundam Vidar IBO 2nd
Avenger from Arianrhod

Rebuilt from the remnants of the Gundam Kimaris Trooper, the Vidar Gundam is an
exceptional machine from the second season of Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans. It’s
equipped with a burst saber, rifle, handguns, and the “hunter’s edge” foot knives.
This massive mobile suit is used to keep fractious colonists from leaving the Oceania
Foundation. Offering even more detail than the 1/144 kit, this 1/100 version allows you to
attach or disattach the armor from the unit and offers lots of poses. Kit features saber
handle, six saber blades, rifle, two handguns, full decals, and instructions.
212195

BANS2195

Total Parts: 10 runners

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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Bandai Gundam 1/144 MS-05S Char Aznable’s Zaku I
BAN HG

Though he’s small in stature, this SD version of the Gundam Barbatos Lupus is long on
attitude! With its fun proportions and easy assembly, this kit is a breeze to build. Despite
being shrunk down, this Gundam loses none of its lethality–it’s still equipped with the
famed sword-mace and a pair of 200mm cannons. Kit features weaponry, stickers, and
full instructions.

Char Aznable is the recurring antagonist of the Gundam franchise. An incredibly capable
pilot and leader, he makes things very uncomfortable for the Earth Federation forces time
and again. His signature red Zaku and ferocious fighting tactics earned him the name “Red
Comet” for his actions during the Battle of Loum. Get his Zaku as it appeared in Gundam:
The Origin, complete with a belt-fed machine gun! Kit features belt-fed machine gun,
sheathed and unsheathed heat hawk, optional hand parts, and identification stickers.

212199

212974

Barbaric Barbatos

BANS2199

Total Parts: 3 runners

Bandai Gundam MG 1/100 Psycho Zaku Ver Ka Thunderbolt
Adjust your thrust

Fresh from the Gundam Thunderbolt anime comes the Psycho Zaku! This heavily armed
automaton has been designed with additional features by Hajime Katoki. It’s equipped
with a gigantic special booster pack from the animation plus fully articulated sub arms
that can fold into the backpack. Best of all, this Zaku is simply brimming with an arsenal
of weapons. Kit features beam bazooka, three giant bazookas, two Zaku machine hawks,
two heat hawks, three storm fausts, display base with two types of stand, vinyl covers,
decals, and springs for leg pipes.
209431

BANS2431

Total Parts: 35 runners

Skill Level:

Length: 13 in (330 mm)

Bandai Gundam Chopper Robo Super 4 Kung Fu Tracer
Bring the hammer down!

New in from the OnePiece series comes the Chopper Robo Kung Fu Tracer! Armed with a
massive hammer and a borer arm, this construction of destruction is made to mash. Plus,
it’s a convertible piece of the full Chopper Robo machine. Kit features detailed parts,
convertibility and interconnectivity, plus two figures.
209439

BANS2439

It’s super effective!

Although all our figures look cool on their own, adding something cool like this aura effect
to the display can add instant appeal! Whether your character is powering up or about to
pound someone, get our Aura Effect accessories to make the moment epic!

212971

Count on the Red Comet

BANS2971

Construct and conquer

Equip your Gundam model with a whole range of options and build a completely new style
mobile worker while you’re at it! Kit features closed fist hands parts, under-arm mounted
cannons for Barbatos Lupus, riot bat, custom antennae, visor for Io Frame Shiden, combo
rocket launcher with sword, and Mobile worker kit.
214455

BANS4455

Total Parts: 4 Runners

Bandai Gundam Unicorn Gundam Titanium Finish
MS Gundam
Destroy mode activate!

Build the Unicorn Gundam in either Red Frame or Green Frame versions and equip it with
titanium finish parts! This mobile suit is the titular character of the Mobile Suit Gundam
Unicorn anime and it’s designed to sense Newtypes, morph into destroyer mode, and
destroy the Newtype with the utmost speed and ferocity. Kit features parts to build your
Unicorn Gundam as either a red or green frame version.
BANS5089

Bandai Gundam HGCE 1/144 Strike Freedom Gundam Seed
On wings of energy

Strike Freedom Gundam from Gundam SEED Destiny is one of the more powerful mobile
suits in existence. It’s equipped with a wide array of long and short range weapons and
capable of targeting multiple enemy units at once. This combination allowed it to take out
over two dozen Zakus from PLANT all at once. Even more impressive is its ability to spread
out its wings and fly at an incredible rate. Kit features two beam rifles, hip-mounted rail
guns, beam shield, two beam sabers, and stickers.
219427

BANS9427

Total Parts: 10 Runners

Bandai Gundam Kid Buu Dragon Ball Z Figure-Rise Standard

It’s over 9,000!!!

Evil. Pure evil

Although all our figures look cool on their own, adding something cool like this aura effect
to the display can add instant appeal! Whether your character is powering up or about to
pound someone, get our Aura Effect accessories to make the moment epic!

There’s unfortunately no shortage of evil, powerful villains in the Dragon Ball Z franchise.
Kid Buu might just be the most diabolical of them all, however. With the power and pure
capriciousness necessary to destroy whole planets, Buu goes from destructive outburst to
destructive outburst. He’s also completely unpredictable and virtually unstoppable. Don’t
let his kiddish looks fool you, he’s one of the biggest threats ever faced by the Z Fighters.

BANS2972
209428
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Total Parts: 10 Runners

Bandai Gundam Aura Effect (Yellow) Figure-Rise Effect

212972

10

BANS2974

Bandai Gundam HG 1/144 MS Option Set 6 New
Mobile Worker

215089

Bandai Gundam Aura Effect (Blue) Figure-Rise Effect

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Bandai Gundam 014 Gundam Barbatos Lupus IBO 2nd
Season SD

Tech Support 217-398-8970

BANS9428

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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Roll in the heavy equipment

The time has come! The highly popular Chopper Robo Super series is now complete! This
cool set allows you to build it on its own or add it to the other pieces to create one giant
Chopper Robo. Either way makes for a charming display! The Horn Dozer can convert
between multiple poses and comes with two figures with different facial expressions.
Kit features convertible “Horn Dozer” piece of the giant chopper robo and two figures.
209438

Moebius 1954 Hudson Hornet Special Jr Stock
Faster than you

Jr Stock was one of the most popular forms of drag racing in the 60’s. Matty Winspur’s
Q/S Jr Stocker was one of the greats. He was a record holder, multiple time class winner,
multiple time Eliminator winner, and more. Hudson 6’s were underrated, but became quite
a force in drag racing throughout the 1960s.
1219

BANS9438

MOES1219

Total Parts: 129

Skill Level: 3

Length: 8 in (203 mm)

Bandai Gundam Super Saiyan 3 Son Goku Dragon Ball Z

MPC 1/8 Dick Mann Honda 750 Road Racer Motorcycle

Driven to defend

Decades of domination

Son Goku is the seemingly endlessly good defender of Earth in Dragon Ball Z. As the
strongest being on the planet, he personally defends it against a sequence of horrific
monstrosities that attempt to destroy. A sequence of transformations of ever-increasing
power allows Goku to confront progressively more powerful opponents. Here, he’s a
Super Saiyan 3 - a form exponentially more powerful than his normal form. Kit features
Goku in Saiyan 3 mode.

Inducted into both the Motorsports Hall of Fame and the Motorcycle Hall of Fame, Dick
Mann was one of the top riders in the AMA for twenty years. He rode a Honda to the
win at the 1970 Daytona 200 and took numerous podium finishes throughout his career.
In addition to riding competitively, Mann trail rode, designed motorcycles, and repairs
classic cycles. Kit features intricate detail, vinyl tubing for fuel lines, chrome parts,
accurate decals, and Retro Deluxe- vintage packaging.

209446

MPC856

BANS9446

MPCS0856

Total Parts: 136

Skill Level: 3

Cyber Hobby 1/700 USS Enterprise CVN-65 1969

Tamiya 1/35 German 6-Wheeled Sd.Kfz.231 (Italeri)

Burning off Vietnam

Rapid recon

1969 was probably the worst year in the Enterprise’s over fifty year service history. Not
only was it in active combat operations off Vietnam, but a misfiring Zuni rocket started
a fire on the deck and rapidly caused subsequent explosions. Before the fire was under
control 27 men were dead with another 314 injured. For the ship’s crew, this was the
single worst day in the history of the eight reactor-powered, over 1,000 foot long vessel.
Build Enterprise as she looked in her most famous if worst year. Kit features slide
molding, full hull detailing, option for waterline or full hull, and aircraft models.

Armed with a 20mm cannon and based on a 6-wheel drive train, the Sd.Kfz.231 was a fast
scout car used by the Wehrmacht in the early years of WWII. Its armored skin and relatively
high top speed gave commanders a good vehicle for getting accurate reconnaissance out
in front of the Panzer spear heads. In a worst case scenario, it had both a forward-facing
and rear-facing driver so it could be easily driven away! Kit features metal gun barrel,
figure, and full decals.

7130

37024

TAMS7024

CYHS7130

Trumpeter 1/48 USAF T-38A Talon Thunderbird Jet Trainer

Moebius 1/32 Fantastic Voyage Proteus

First and finest

Tiny ship, big adventure!

Fifty years ago “Fantastic Voyage” took us on a journey deep within ourselves. Or, at least,
on a journey through the comatose body of a defecting Soviet scientist. The vessel for this
introspective exploration was the Proteus. Shrunk down to microscopic size, this submarine
carried four crew members deep into a human body to defeat a blood clot before time ran
out and *poof* everything would go back to full size. Kit features full decals.
963
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Bandai Gundam Chopper Robo Super 3 Horn Dozer
One Piece

MOES0963

Total Parts: 102

Skill Level: 3

As the world’s first supersonic jet trainer, the T-38 Talon was an aircraft well ahead of its
time. So ahead, in fact, that it has now been in service for fifty years with the USAF and
has been adopted by air forces all over the world. As further proof of its superiority, the
T-38 was selected by the Thunderbirds air demonstration team to be their principal stunt
aircraft. Kit features finely engraved panel lines and photo-etched parts.
05809

TSMS5809

Total Parts: 100+

Length: 11.8 in (300 mm)

Length: 16 in (406 mm)

AutoWorld Muscle Cars USA Thunderjets-Release 20

Moebius 1/25 BvS Batplane

Hear the roar, feel the excitement!

Superman won’t see this coming

From the Batman v. Superman film comes the newest iteration of the Batplane! Even with
its limited screen time, the Batplane made a big difference in the film. Don’t miss out on
your model! Kit features engine positions to be changed for VTOL options, wings can
be positioned upright, and the 1/25 scale size matches it perfectly with the Batmobile.

❚❚ 12 Classic muscle cars from the late sixties
❚❚ Full detail and paint
❚❚ Based on the legendary originals
❚❚ Ready to take it to your track!

969
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MOES0969

Total Parts: 106

Skill Level: 3

Length: 17 in (432 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

❚❚ ThunderJet® Ultra-G™ Chassis

Products for everyone!

SC320 RDZW0320
Auto World Thunderjets Muscle
Cars USA Release #20 (12)

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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RC’S MOST UNIQUE BASHER!

NEWPRODU CT
Revolutionary Diff Brain technology
optimizes performance in any condition

Quality construction throughout!

Lock and unlock all three gear
diffs on the fly, right from the
transmitter. Diff Brain lets
you instantly switch among
four driving styles — blast,
drift, wheelie or climb — so
you can drive like a pro,
however you want to go!

™

Ready-To-Run 1/8 Scale Brushless
4WD Vehicle w/Diff Brain

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

NEWP R ODU CT

3 servos and a circuit board easily
transform the FAZON 6S BLX into
any of 4 exciting vehicles!

• Used at slower speeds
• Best for free-styling
• Responsive to your
driving skills

• Maximum traction
• Very slow-speed driving
• Perfect if you get stuck

• Balanced handling
• Maximum stability
• Best for jumping

• Easy wheel stands
• Balanced handling
• Stronger brakes

From the Experts:

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
2

Unique car/truck hybrid styling
Advanced “Diff Brain” technology
Super-tough composite chassis
Lightweight anodized aluminum parts
Heavy-duty metal gear diffs
BLX 2000kV 4075 brushless motor
BLX200 waterproof ESC

January 2017 ❘

❚❚

Wheelie bar keeps the front wheels in contact
with the ground

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Tactic TTX300 radio system

❚❚

dBoots Pincer tires mounted on hex matte
black wheels

The FAZON 6S BLX is a lean, mean racing and bashing machine
that’s like nothing else you’ve ever seen. It has the speed
(60+ mph) to take it to the competition, and the toughness
(composite chassis and waterproof electronics) to take on any
conditions. Plus, the FAZON 6S BLX features the Diff Brain,
making it one of the versatile vehicles in all of RC!

ARAD75** FAZON 6S BLX 1/8 Scale 4WD
Vehicle RTR w/Diff Brain
Length: 24 in (610 mm)
Width: 17.8 in (452 mm)
Height: 7.8 in (198 mm)
Weight: 13.1 lbs (5.9 kg)
Wheelbase: 14.9 in (378 mm)
Requires: (2) 2-3S 5000mAh (min.) 35C LiPo
batteries with XT90 connectors, compatible
charger, LiPo charging bag, (4) “AA” batteries

Long story short...

ADS-15M waterproof 15kg steering servo
Quick-release side-mounted battery boxes for
2S or 3S LiPo packs

Tech Support 217-398-8970

®

Products for everyone!

The FAZON 6S BLX is a one-of-a-kind RC joy
ride, with sleek supercar styling, awesome
performance, advanced Diff Brain technology —
and a wheelie bar!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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UNLEASH THE OUTCAST!

NEWPRODU CT
High downforce wing
Black anodized aluminum
front and rear shock towers
Super-durable wheel hubs –
increased strength

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

NEWP R ODU CT

Ready-To-Run 1/8 Scale Brushless 4WD Stunt Truck

Oil-filled adjustable shocks
Aluminum anodized chassis
Tough stunt truck wheels and multiterrain dBoots Back-Flip tires

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
4

Classic truck appearance
High-angle wheelie bar
Shorter chassis with longer suspension arms
and wider offset hubs

From the Experts:
ARAD84** OUTCAST 6S BLX 4WD Stunt Truck RTR
Length: 21.3 in (541 mm)
Width: 18.1 in (460 mm)
Height: 9.1 in (231 mm)
Weight: 10.8 lb (4.9 kg)
Wheelbase: 12.9 in (328 mm)
Requires: 4S or 6S 5000mAh (min.) 35C LiPo battery
with XT90 connector, compatible charger, LiPo
charging bag, (4) “AA” batteries

Ultra-tough internal body support
Durable steel driveshafts throughout
Strong front and rear composite chassis brace
Three heavy-duty metal gear diffs
BLX 2050kV 4074 brushless motor

Long story short...

BLX185 waterproof ESC
Tactic TTX300 radio system
ADS-15M waterproof 15kg steering servo
Waterproof receiver box
Integrated body clip retainers

January 2017 ❘

Take the wheel of the OUTCAST 6S BLX Stunt Truck, and take
bashing beyond anything you’ve ever experienced. It’s not only
fast (60 mph+) and durable (beefed-up metal parts), it’s capable
of outrageous trick maneuvers that other trucks can only admire
from the sidelines. Get the OUTCAST 6S BLX, and be the star
attraction at your neighborhood bash-fest!

• Precision foam steering wheel, perfect
control in all conditions
• Easily adjustable trim dials for personalized
handling set-up
• Lightweight and ergonomic design for long
bashing sessions

Tech Support 217-398-8970

®

Products for everyone!

With its high-angle wheelie bar, large diameter
tires and precisely engineered wheelbase, the
OUTCAST makes it easy for anyone to pull off
sick stunts!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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FEATUR ED MA N U FACTU RE R

THE ULTIMATE KIT FOR DIRT
AND CLAY COMPETITION

THIS KIT IS ALL ABOUT PERFORMANCE!

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

FEATUR E DMAN U FA C T UR E R

7075 anodized narrow
aluminum chassis with
lightweight side guards

Stiff, lightweight 4mm thick
carbon fiber shock towers

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Factory
Team Competition Buggy Kit

Center gear differential maximizes
drive out of the corner

Aluminum floating motor mount
for consistent chassis flex

Aluminum/carbon fiber floating
servo mount

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Four-wheel shaft drive

❚❚

Option to mount rear shocks on front or rear 		
suspension arms

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

14

12mm aluminum drive hexes
both front and rear

Easy diff access for quick tuning and maintenance
Front and rear anti-roll bars for flat cornering
Adjustable toe-in/camber
B6 generation ball cups and turnbuckles for precise
adjustments

Fully adjustable aluminum front and rear suspension
arm mounts

90015 ASCD0015 RC10B64D 1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Factory
Team Buggy Kit
Length: *
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 11.18 in (284 mm)
Requires: 2-channel radio with 1 high-torque steering servo,
motor, ESC, 1/10 scale buggy tires and wheels, 2S 7.4V LiPo
shorty battery pack, LiPo-compatible charger, pinion gear
*Actual length, width and weight will vary depending on the electronics used in
the finished kit.

®

Full set of Factory Team ball bearings

Long story short...
Continuing the winning RC10B legacy,
the RC10B64D Competition Buggy Kit is a
perfect pick for high-traction action!

Comes with a clear buggy body with screw-mounted
wing by JConcepts

January 2017 ❘

Aluminum caster blocks for
added durability

Robust suspension arms with
multiple shock mounting positions

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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A NEW TAKE ON A LEGENDARY ARF
™

NE W PRODU CT

RACE THE ON-ROADER WITH A
CHAMPIONSHIP PEDIGREE

Almost-Ready-to-Fly 46/EP Sport Aerobatic Airplane

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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NEWP R ODU CT

Chassis shown with motor,
tires and wheels not included.

❚❚ It’s the highly successful D815 buggy platform,
modified for on-road domination

		

❚❚ Chassis is adjustable to meet a variety of track
conditions

		

❚❚ Boasts the same drivetrain, radio box and front and rear hubs as the D815

When the mechanical retracts are up the plane
flies faster and looks sleeker — when the gear is
down ground handling is solid and predictable.

GPMA1015 Ultra Sport 46/EP ARF
Wingspan: 55 in (1395 mm)
Wing Area: 564 in2 (36.4 dm2)
Weight Range: 5.5-6.5 lb (2.4-2.9 kg)
Wing Loading: 22-26 oz/ft2 (67-79 g/dm2)
Length: 49.5 in (1255 mm)
Requires: 4-6 channel radio with minimum 5 standard
servos (additional standard servo required for glow power);
.46-.55 cu. in. 2-stroke or .70 cu. in. 4-stroke glow engine
OR 42-60-480kV electric motor with 75A ESC; 6S 22.2V
3600mAh LiPo battery (electric only); 12 x 7 sport prop
(glow power) or 15 x 8 electric power (electric power)

®

8
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❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Flies well with glow OR electric power

❚❚ Uses the same 2-speed transmission gears as those found on the proven R8

Large hatch for easy access to on-board gear and battery

❚❚ Durable steel pinion gears

Symmetrical airfoil for a wider aerobatic range

❚❚ 5mm carbon fiber shock towers

Separate aileron servos for more precise control and
customized mixing

❚❚ Suspension arms are molded from durable plastic

❚❚

High-quality fiberglass cowl that complements the plane’s
balsa and plywood construction

❚❚ Big Bore shock assembly has been shortened, for less travel and lower CG
❚❚ Shares many high-performance replacement and option parts with the D815

From the Experts:

For years the Ultra Sport has been the epitome of what a
sport aerobatic airplane should be: quality construction,
uncompromising performance and contemporary style. This 4th
iteration incorporates the most up-to-date features, resulting in
an ARF that will appeal to a wide range of R/C pilots.

From the Experts:
115770 HBSC4616 RGT8 1/8 Scale Nitro On-Road Race Kit
Length: 19.3 in (490 mm)
Width: 12 in (306 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.6 in (320 mm)
Requires: 2+ channel radio system, .21-sized nitro engine,
steering and throttle servos, wheels, tires with inserts, body

Long story short...

Long story short...

The versatility of glow or electric power adds
a new dimension to the highly popular Ultra
Sport ARF!
Tech Support 217-398-8970

GT class cars are strong and not designated exclusively
for permanent tracks — they can also be raced on
temporary parking lot tracks. That’s where the new RGT8
is interesting, mixing its World Champion D815 off-road
DNA with the excitement and speed of on-road racing.

If you think of the D815 as being the dominant
force in off-roading, wait’ll you see how the
RGT8 crushes the on-road competition!
Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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THE GOLD STANDARD IN HELI ENGINES
105HZ-R Gold Edition Heli Engine w/Pipe

SPEED TURBO PLUGS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Speed P3 & P4 Turbo Glow Plugs
OSMG2695
Speed P3 Turbo
Glow Plug

❚❚ A gold anodized carburetor stack and
cylinder head to commemorate O.S.’s
80th anniversary

❚❚ You’ll also enjoy more stable idling, with a
difference you can hear

❚❚ A huge venturi boosts output even more

OSMG1965 105HZ-R Gold Edition Heli
Engine w/Pipe
Displacement: 1.048 cu in (17.17 cc)
Bore: 1.442 in (29 mm)
Stroke: 1.024 in (26 mm)
Practical rpm: 2,000-16,500
Output: 3.75 hp @ 15,000 rpm
Weight: 21.46 oz (608.4 g)
Includes: tuned pipe
®

❚❚ Designed for super-hot to ultra-hot
applications — and like all O.S. glow plugs
they’re tough enough to take the heat

❚❚ Machined, gold-plated heatsink head
that’s lightweight and provides efficient
cooling
❚❚ DRS (Demand Regulator System)
ensures consistent fuel flow regardless
of the heli’s attitude

OSMG2696
Speed P4 Turbo
Glow Plug

Long story short...

Long story short...
®

Only 200 of this special limited edition 105HZ-R
heli engine will be produced — get yours today!

TOPS IN TOURING CAR PERFORMANCE
Speed T1202 1/10 Scale Touring Car Engine

OSMG1996 Speed T1202 1/10
Scale Touring Car Engine
Displacement: 0.128 cu in (2.1 cc)
Bore: 0.538 in (13.67 mm)
Stroke: 0.563 in (14.3 mm)
Practical rpm: 5,000-45,000
Output: 1.75 ps/1.73 hp
@ 35,000 rpm
Weight: 7.58 oz (215 g)
Includes: T-RP6 plug, exhaust
seal ring, dust cap

10
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The “Speed” designation on these turbo plugs is
your assurance of their quality and performance.

AN INVALUABLE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
Mini Digital Tachometer

❚❚ O.S. has upgraded the popular T1201
engine to better meet the demands of
serious touring car enthusiasts

❚❚ Simply aim the Mini Digital Tachometer at
the blades to get an accurate reading of
revolutions per minute

❚❚ The Speed T1202 boasts more powerful
low-to-middle range torque

❚❚ Works on fans with two blades on up to 9
blades, and measures rpm up to 99,999

❚❚ Greater fuel efficiency lets you stay in
the action longer

❚❚ Information is displayed on a custom LCD
with blue backlight for easy viewing in
low-light conditions

❚❚ The center of gravity is lower, for better
handling

❚❚ Powered by a long-lasting CR2032
Lithium-Ion battery (included)

❚❚ Features Speed innovations such as
a tungsten weighted crank shaft with
diamond-like coating and silicon potting

❚❚ Takes up very little space in your field box
or on your workbench
HCAP0400
Mini Digital
Tachometer

Long story short...
®

❚❚ Performance upgrades include more low-tomiddle range power, quicker throttle response
and faster acceleration

TURN HERE FOR GNERAL HOBBY PRODUCTS

❚❚ 15% more displacement than a .90-sized
engine, in the same mounting space

❚❚ These 24K gold plated glow plugs are the
perfect complement for .18-.28 cu. in. turbo
head off-road racing engines
❚❚

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

NEWP R ODU CT

Long story short...

The Speed T1202 proves that O.S. engineers are
continuing to find ways to make a great touring
car engine even better!

Tech Support 217-398-8970

™

Products for everyone!

Hobbico’s Mini Digital Tachometer makes
checking blade rpm easy, convenient — and safe.

www.gpdealer.com
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